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HE WORKS ’FOR UNCLE SAM
"MOW AD AYS, when some government employes have been 

found speculating in grain, it is reassuring to read 
about William J. Butler, a “ranger” in the Mount Rainier 
(Washington) National Park.

On his day off, Butler searched for a Marine plane 
which had crashed in the wilderness. He broke a rib but 
found the plane.

Grateful parents of the rescued Marines collected a 
$5,000 reward and placed it in Butler’s hands. He refused 
to keep the money and handed it back.

When the Interior Department chiefs heard about it, 
they promoted Butler, giving him a pay raise of $125 a 
year.

------------------ ★------------------
JEFFERSON

rpiIOMAS JEFFERSON used to say that in this country 
there ought never to be any need for revolutions since 

all the people have to do to effect a change is to go to the 
polls.

We think this observation is particularly apropos this 
year. Certainly if Jefferson were around now, he would be 
upset with the antics of the present Congress, and it is 
our guess that he would also be pretty mad.

For it was a virture of Jefferson that complacency with 
things as they are was no part of his makeup. He could get 
downright mad when someone would trample on his rights, 
or the rights of his mellow citizens, and he was ready to do 
something about it.

We think trade unionists are like Jefferson. They are 
the most good-natured people in the world, but once arous
ed they can get awful mad.

 
THEY MUST GO LIKE THE UNION SHOP

IT wasn’t startling news, but we believe it worth mention- 
■ ing—just to satisfy the curiosity of those who wondered 
about unionists’ reaction to the union shop.

NLRB reports it conducted 112 “union shop authoriza
tion (Mills” during November. Ninety per cent of those cast-, 
ing valid ballots voted in favor of the union shop. That’s a 
nice margin of safety. ,..  .
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RIGHT TO ADEQUATE PAY
IX1STAL employes are rendering efficient service. It can 
* be made better. They want to make it better. They 
have pride in their service and want to be without flaw. 
Postal employes are also human beings and, as American 
citizens, have responsibilities and problems and duties to 
family, church, and state in the same measure as other citi
zens.

They do not expect nor do they ask for the unreason
able. They do ask, and have a right to expect, adequate sal
aries and conditions of work commensurate with American 
standards.

—kml- • - TOLEDANO EXIT ; -
rpHE expulsion of Vicente Lombardo Toledano from uie 
A Mexican Workers’ Confederation (CTM) gives emphasis 
to the Lima meeting called by the American Federation of 
Labor to consider the establishment of a continental labor 
organization free of Communist intrigue of which Toledano 
was mastre, and of Moscow orders of which he was a slave.

Toledano’s dethronement was not due to the harm he 
has done to this movement and labor in general, but to his 
demand that the CTM disaffiliate from the Mexican govern
ment party and instead support an independent radical par
ty. Expulsion on such grounds merely proves to what ex
tent Mexican organized labor is still the playball of political 
ideas and forces, not the instrument of a philosophy pri
marily concerned with the economic interests of the workers 
and the welfare of the people. . ...

Whether Toledano’s fall will affect his position as presi
dent of the Latin American Labor Confederation and exe

 cutive member of the World Federation of Trade Unions
remains to be seen. His enemies will undoubtedly try to de
prive him of these posts on the ground that he no longer 
represents the views of Mexican labor.

Democrats and free trade unnionists have no reason to 
deplore the end of Toledano’s leadership, which had been 
evident for some time. But it is also possible that Toledano’s 
defeat at this moment is a prearranged maneuver intended 
to take the wind out of the shils of the Lima conference 
and to prove that Mexican labor is not Communist dominat
ed, as the men assembled in Lima charge. The leadership 
of the AFL will be well advised to watch this angle.

--------------------------- -------------------------------

PROGRESSIVE PROGRAM
QOCIAL and economic legislation outlined in President Tru

man’s State of the tlnion message to Congress is in line 
with the American Federation of Labor’s legislative pro
gram for 1948 and calls for all-out support.

The President’s list of objectives includes anti-inflation 
meausres, large housing and conservation programs, exten
sion of unemployment compensation, old age benefits and 
survivors’ benefits to millions not now protected, increases 
in federal school aid, “effective federal action” to combat 
employment discrimination based on race, creed, color or 
land of birth, a national health program, keyed to a system 
of prepaid medical care, and raising of the minimum wage 
rates under the Fair Labor Standards Act from 40 to 75 
cents an hour.
. “We can lift our standard of living to nearly double 
what it was 10 years ago,” the President said. Few will 
dispute him.

It must be admitted that the chances for approval this 
year of the measures listed in the foregoing is not bright. 
There may be some improvement in the social security pro
gram and an increase in minimum wage standards but ob
servers predict little more will be done. Labor, however, 
must give the program its wholehearted support, anticipat
ing a more progressive Congress in the not distant future.

The present Congress is not disposed to progress, which 
of course lends emphasis to the urgent need for election 
next November of forward looking Senators and Represen
tatives—men and women who know that the world does 
not stand still and that the U. S. must keep its social, labor 
and economic legislation in step with changing times.

--------------------------- *---------------------------

WHY SOME OF US CRITICIZE THE PRESS
T™ “Wall Stree Journal” objects to a college professor’s 
A blistering criticism of the American press. It says that 

despite the faults of vulgarity, sensationalism and triviality 
that certainly can be found in many American publications,” 
America has the best and freest newspapers in the world 
and the government control, or ownership, of the press 
would not remedy existing evils. ,

We agree with the “Journal.” So far as we know, no 
one is advocating government ownership of newspapers.

What some of us object to is the way that a handful 
of rich men dominate American newspapers and practically 
tell the American people what they shall or shall not read.

It’s no answer to say that the British press is little bet
ter and that the Russian press is worse. What we need in 
America is a really free press—papers which will give the 
people all sides of all questions.

We haven’t anything like that today. How we are to 
get such a press remains a problem. It must be jnet and 
solved if we are to preserve the right kind of democracy in 
this country.

EFFECTIVE SUPPORT OF UN VITAL
rpHE American people must see through the fog of ininiedi- 
■* ate (Njstwar disillusionment and uncertainty to the great 
(Mjssibilities of the United Nations which they had so large 
a part in establishing.

Failure of the United Nations would pave the way tn 
a third conflict in our generation. Such a conflict would 
sweep away the last pillars of our civilization. Success for 
the United Nations means a world free of the fear of war, 
united in material and spiritual cooperation, and enjoying 
the limitless discoveries of science for man’s advancement. 
It means the enhancement of the dignity of the individual 
thnVu.’h the enjoyment of human rights and fundamental 
freedoms.

This country is the strongest memlM»r of the United 
Nations, and consequently has a pro|M>rtionate obligation 
which will Imj fulfilled only by the demand of an enlightened 
and militant public opinion.
f. -------------------------
L % SHORTER HOURS

VVH should give some thought to an era of unemployment 
and begin now laying the groundwork for such a situa

tion. Through the efforts of unions and through legislation, 
we have come to widely accept the 4o-hour week as our basis 
of op< i at ions and our basis of pay. The time may come when 
it will be wise to consider shorter hours for some segments 
of*business,

 

JOIN THE MARCH OF DIMES
VACH year polio strikes with deadly effect. Each year this 
1-4 mysterious crippling disease attacks thousands of chil
dren—killing, maimiM ’-, depriving helpless little ones of their 
right to a normal childhood. %

Last year was no exception.
The scourge of polio struck again, claiming approxi

mately 10,000 victims. This was the fifth consecutive year 
of unusually high incidence—five years in which roughly 
80,000 persons have been infected with the disease. Thous
ands of these will require care and treatment for months— 
even years—to come. •

What are we doing to stem this terrible tide? What 
can we do?

The March Of Dimes will be held throughout the nation 
January 15-30. It is our opportunity to engage actively in 
the fight against infantile paralysis. This is the only an
nual fund-raising appeal of the National Foundation for In
fantile Paralysis, which in 1948 marks a decade of service 
in fighting polio with the dimes and dollars raised through 
the March Of Dimes.

The National Foundation is your army, working in the 
field, fighting epidemics, bringing aid to the stricken, sup
plying equipment; doctors, nurses, physical therapists and 
other polio specialists. It assures the best available cure and 
treatment for all, regardless of race or religion. It supports 
intensive research to find the cause of polio and eliminate it 
as a threat to our homes and our children.

Join in the fight. Give generously to the March Of 
Dimes.

----------------------- *------------------------

FREEDOM FROM ARBITRARY ARREST
TN another of its far-reaching civil liberties decisions—a 
* decision which seems certain to materially aid labor and 
other groups in championship of civil rights—the U. S. 
Supreme Court, by a 7-to-2 ruling, strengthened “the right 
of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers 
and effects against unreasonable searches and seizures.” In 
marked contrast to the trend to arbitrary arrest in other 
parts of the world, the court’s decision freed an obvious 
offender because of an improper arrest.

Michael DiRe was arrested and searched without a 
warrant during the war by an OPA investigator and a Buf
falo police official. Counterfiet OPA coupons were found 
under his shirt, and he was sentenced to a year in jail. Jus
tice Jackson wrote in the opinion which upset Dike’s con
viction, that the writers of the Constitution sought “to 
place obstacles in the way of a too-permeating police sur
veillance, which they seemed to think was a greater danger 
to a free people than the escape of some criminals from pun
ishment.”
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CAN KEEP NATION STRONG YET FREE

TUHILE we must continue to think in terms of an economy 
of plenty as opposed to an economy of scarcity, that 

alone is not enough. Prices and excessive profits must come 
down, real price coni|X»tition be restored and real wages in
creased for many if we are to have permanent prosperity 
and economic security for all.

I am confident that we can keep our economy ip this 
country strong and, at the same time free. We are not en
dangering the freedom of our economy, but rather strength
ening it, when we make emergency or other necessary rules 
for Economic conduct that will protect the general welfare 
through the democratic processes of responsible, representa
tive government.

Ijtlxir can lie expected during 1948 to continue its con
structive and progressive influence on our way of life. Free 
um<«ns have been and will continue to Ik* one of the symbols 
and living expressions of democracy. Free collective bargain
ing must be strengthened and improved if we are to have 
a truly free competitive economy in this country.
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PoUerfs jrmld "These Feel Are Killing Me!"

THERE’S POISON IN THESE DRUGS
You’re standing In the neighborhood drug store, about to buy 

something for the baby. The "cartels” that you have been hearing 
about are a long way off, and completely out of your mind. But, as 
you open your purse to get the money for your purchase, that cartel 
reaches in and helps itself to a fat slice of your last paycheck. And 
you may be lucky if the stuff that you’re buying is only a gyp. In 
some cases that cartel-owned, trade-marked gimmick, sold and ad
vertised by a "reputable” drug manufacturer, has been found to be 
poison. , . . ,

The story is told dramatically in a few chapters of a book on 
cartels that came out only a short time ago and has already been 
reprinted in a second edition. The publisher is a small company; none 
of the big companies would touch it. The book has gotten very little 
advertising, but you’re lucky to be able to find a copy in a book- 
store.

The book is called “Treason’s Peace”, and it’s by Howard Watson 
Ambruster, who has made a life’s work of keeping up with the car
tels. He seems to have paid Special attention to what they were doing 
in the drug busin. s, while you and I were being so thankful to them 
for the nice enteitaining radio-programs that they were paying for. 
Here are a few of the things that he found.

The big German drug cartel, 1. G. Farben,•operated in this country 
through a number of different companies—run by good, solid Ameri
can businessmen. One of these companies was the Sterling Products, 
Inc., which made and sold Bayers Aspirin, Philips Milk of Magnesia 
and Philips Milk of Magnesia Facial Cream, Cascarets, Midol, and 
lyonized Yeast.

This is only part of the list of their drugs, but maybe you rec
ognize the names. They were the most-advertised of th« drugs owned 
by this company.

The advertising claims for the Milk of Magnesia were with
drawn by Sterling because the other magensia manufacturers ob
jected to them so strongly. Midol was driven off the market by the 
government, says Ambruster because it was so dangerous to use. Cas
carets narrowly escaped the same fate. The others were forced to 
change their advertising, Bayer Aspirin at least twice.

Bristol Myers was another well-known American firm that was 
actually part of the cartel chain. They sold Sal Hepatica, Ipana Tooth 
Paste, Ingrams Shave Cream, Minit Rub, Vitals, and a lonir list of 
other well known items. Each of those listed, according to Ambruster,
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By J. ALBERT WOLL and HERBERT S. THATCHER
(Members of the law firm of Padway, Woll, Thatcher, Glenn 

serving as general counsel for the American Federation of Labor)
This is the Sixth of a series of articles to be published by the 

AFL Weekly News Service in refutation of an article appearing 
in the Saturday Evening Post which praised the Taft-Hartley law 
to the skies. Author of the Post article was J. Mack Swigert, law
partner of Senator Robert A. Taft—enough said.

NO. 6—The "SO-CALLED 14 PRIVILEGES” OF THE 
TAFT-HARTLEY LAW—(Continued)

The prohibition against exerting any form of peaceful economic 
pressure upon customers and suppliers of nonunion employers will 
go far toward restoring the intolerable evil of the sweatshop and 
ail of the disastrous economic consequences that the sweatshop implies. 
That is so because in many instances it is impractical or impossible 
for ;i host of reasons to establish decent work standards save by peace
ful, economic pressure brought to bear on the customers or suppliers 
of unfair employers who, by their patronage, are lending aid to the 
unfair employers and are tnus not exactly neutral.

The operation of a substandard plant means that the fair and 
humane employer, jinxious to maintain decent work standards and 
adequate mass consuming power, must, out of pressure of competition, 
either be forced out of business or abandon his fair and humane prac
tices. It means the decimation of one of the most constructive con
tributions made by organized labor to American progress and the 
American way of life—namely, the elimination of competitive ad
vantages based solely on the emploitation of human beings.

No section of the Ret more clearly demonstrates the antiUnion bias 
of those who voted in favor of it than the sections outlawing all forms 
of the so-called jurisdictional strike and boycott.

8. "Opportunity to Bargain in a Craft Union” 
zzlt is true that the new law dies grant craft workers an opportunity 
to determine whether they wish to bargain on a craft or an industrial 
basis, and to that extent it cannot be denied that craft employes have 
been benefited by the new law. However, it is to be noted that the 
board is not required to establish collective bargaining units on a 
craft basis, but may do so only if the majority of the craft employes 
signify their desire for craft representation.

* 9. “Equality for Independent Unions”
It is next asserted that employes will benefit by the provision 

requiring independent unions to be given the same consideration as 
nationally affiliated unions. There is ample room for argument as to 
whether the hoard, under the Wagner Act, has in fact favored nation
ally affiliated organizations over independent unions. Examination of 
the cases where such favoritism was claimed would show in most in
stances that the so-called “independent” was actually the successor 
of a company-dominated union, with the company domination remain
ing even though in more subtle form. It is often difficult to prove 
the fact of successorship, and this provision will undoubtedly serve 
to give an established status to numerous independents who ire in 
fact successors to company unions. ’

10. “Liberation from C ommunist Control”
The American Federation of Labor can take no issue with the 

over-all objective of the requirement that union officers file affidavits 
disavowing membership in the Communist party if that object is to rid 
the labor movement of communism. The American Federation of La
bor, however, certainly con and does take issue with the particular 
method which Congress hasj, chosen to employ.

It offers a gratuitous insult to the thousands of admittedly loyal 
officers and representatives of AFL organizations. The requirement 
is on exactly the same level as if persons are required, as a condition 
to obtaining access to the federal courts, to file an affidavit that they 
were not Egyptians, did not bear their wives, or other similar either 
irrelevant or insulting statements.
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MONOPOLY, LOBBIES, AND FREE ENTERPRISE
Writing as you please is an alluring project, but it iS an ideal 

seldom achieved. Strictly speaking, no man writes as he plea.ys, 
except perhaps he be an absolute dictator or an incorrigible child. 
In the first place, a writer is limited by the laws of libel and slander. 
Moreover, he must be contained by the scope of facts and truth, and 
finally, he is greatly conditioned by his audience. The fact is a 
man’s audience pretty much dictates what he says and the way he 
says it.

With your permission, Mr. Reader, I desire to make a test. 
What is your reaction to the following facts?

1. The salient economic fact of this decade is the growth of 
monopoly and cartels both abroad and at home. More than 75 per 
cent of the American industrial economy moves in the shadow of 
monopoly and cartels.

2. Public utilities and other groups maintain powerful lobbies 
in Washington. They “own” men in the Congress, but more than that, 
they have men planted in independent bureaus of administration to

■ represent them.
x 3. The cooperative movement has grown so rapidly and suc
cessfully in this country that big business has moved in Congress to 
cripple this popular movement.

These three facts pretty much contain the economic “politics” of 
this political year. The so-called free enterprise Congress is a pro
monopoly Congress—of course, this is an inconsistent and contradic
tory position—and, incidentally, an unattainable position if it can be 
exposed. The powerful lobbies that give lip service to democracy 
are critically undermining the people’s assembly even while they 
talk democracy.

The cooperative movement and the labor movement must grow 
in their power to oppose monopoly and monopoly lobbies if the Am
erican way of life is maintained and continued on this continent.

Furthermore, these three facts form the larger background of 
the Taft-Hartley Act. These same interests which passed the Act 
fight cooperatives, maintain lobbies and build monopolies. Merely 
for labor to oppose the Taft-Hartley Act is not enough to win its 
political objectives. It must relate the Act to the larger issues and 
newer forces.

Labor is aroused. But mere emotion is not enough. Labor must A 
not be merely defensive. As in the military field, so in the political,’ 
the best defehse is an offense. Labor must move against all the forces; 
now stronger than ever, which discourage on free enterprise, and 
do everything they can to destroy it.

Labor has an opportunity. The American people have not yet 
accepted the Taft-Hartley Act and the American people have never 
accepted monopolies and monopoly control. If labor moves with de
cision this year, the course of history can be changed in the direction 
of democracy. If labor does not take the situation seriously, new, 
chains are already being made ready for workers in this country and 
will neatly be pinned on wrists and ankles in January, 1949.

There will be many red herrings trailed across labor’s path in 
the coming year. There will be many shallow bids for labor’s sup
port backed by shallower promises. There will be many false issues 
raised to confuse and divide. There will be many efforts to detract 
fram niain issues to make labor forget that monopolies and their paid 
lieutenants are in the saddle. How acute labor is in seeing the true 
issues and hanging on to them will tip the scales of decision.

Spade work now in precinct, ward and state is necessary and 
will do more good in January than last-moment bulldozing will do 
in the Fall.

-------c-----------------------

I NEWS and VIEWS |
g By ALEXANDER S. LIPSELL (An ILNS Feature) |

Some weeks ago a wave of deflationary measures—currency re
valuation, derationing and price reductions—swept thq Soviet Union 
with results that have been widely discussed. There has been a sharp 
crackdown on .speculators and others profiting from shady deals^-— 
and what this means in the communist police state needs no elabora-; 
tion.

Of eotirse, none of this spells trouble for Stalin’s empire. Not 
only has ruble revaluation been so cleverly contrived as to tie the 
industrial worker closer to the regime, but the present orgy of eco- 
nomic self-criticism further strengthens the mass basis on whicl ^' 
Moscow rule rests. Yet occasional items seep through the iron curt* 
tain, which are as characteristic as they are seif-revealing. Following'” 
are two, taken at random from the Russian press.

(1) From Moscow comes the story of the Button King, a man 
whose success proves that enterprise and initiative, given a minimum 
of chance, flourish in Russia as elsewhere.

Soviet economy is channeled through the medium of government 
trusts which provide everything from the cradle to the coffin. Last 
summer the supply offices of the Moscow garment trust found them
selves short of buttons. This gave the future king a chance to dis
play his abilities. He offered to supply buttons to the management 
provided he was certified as operator doing peacework at home. 
They agreed. Lo and behold, the buttons flowed in, first by the hand
ful, then by cartons and boxes.

The operator made good money, altogether too much to suit 
the levelers of the common man, but that could not be helped. As head 
of 35 home workers, he grossed 257,300 rubles ($70,000) in two months 
from this trust alon. He approached another trust, equally in need 
of buttons. The new customer bought 179,000 rubles ($30(000) worth 
of buttons.

Everybody was satisfied, but everybody wondered where the but
tons came from. The secret police supplied the answer. Our man 
bought the raw material, plastics, from a nearby phonograph record 
factory. His labor source, mostly old peopple and women, came from 
rural areas. They were paid little or nothing.

Here ends that tale. Nobody knows what became of the Button 
King. Perhaps he is dead or exiled to a labor camp. Or he might 
have been made head of a trust. If so, the Moscow bosses have more 
sense and humor than we give them credit for.

(2) Leningrad’s leading daily, Pravda, lectures its readers by 
telling them of a hoarder who came to grief in his attempt to beat the 
revaluation decree. It is an amusing story, told in best Russian style.

Khapuga (Russian word for grabber) heard rumors of revaluation. 
After sleepless nights he worked out a two-point plan to get rid 
of the rubles he had hoarded from illegal trading. First, he with
drew all the money from the saving accounts. Then he sen postal 
money orders to fake addresses. He hoped to cash the orders at the 
new ruble rate before anyone could check on him.

Point 2 was to buy everything he could: A de luxe wolf trap, a 
pedigreed wolfhound, 100 quarts of bug poison, two accordions, an 
Egyptian mummy (quite young and comparatively well preserved),® 
drew all the money from the saving accounts. Then he sent postal^ 
er-in-law to buy a bicycle with the money she had been saving for 
her burial.

On revaluation day Khapuga stuffed his remaining rubles in an 
old felt boot and sat at his radio awaiting details, surrounded by his 
purchases. When the announcement cume, he got up and stumbled 
over the super wolf trap. In falling, he pushed over one of the tomb
stones. The tombstone fell on a bottle of bug poison. The smell drove 
the wolfhound mad.

Khapuga got only one ruble for each 10 he had hidden in his boot, 
and the same rate for his money orders. He wandered insanely for 
3 days, butf inally became his old self. He assembled his remaining 
rubl<*s and ran to the shops. He tried to sense which goods were in 
shortest supply. Now he is near the cahsier’s cage. Now he is whisper
ing poisoned advice and warnings to his neighbors. Now he is knock
ing at backdoors. Now he makes paths in the snow to department 
stores and open markets. Khapuga already has put into motion his 
connections in the world of buying and selling. He intends to begin 
illegal trading again.

These stories, true or invented, carry a punch. They show human 
nature and human greed much the same everywhere, whether under w1 
th Hammer and Sickie or the Stars and Stripes.

rah up against at least one "stop-lying” order from the government 
and had to change its ads.

Told in detail in the book is the story of Winthrop’s Sulfathozole. 
This was another drug made by a “reputable” American firm. Yet 
when this firm found that it had put a fatal dose of a sleeping drug 
into this particular medicine, it said, nothing to either its customers 
or the government for three months about it. Only after health and 
police authorities began warning people aganist the drug did this 
company come out and tell people not to use it. As a matter of fact, 
for months while people were putting themselves to sleep with the 
stuff—some permanently—the company was still putting out ads in 
the Journal of the American Medical Ass’n telling the doctors what 
a great little remedy this was.

Eventually th£ company paid a fine—equal, says Ambruster, to 
about what is took in lor the fatal drug that it had sold.

 


